**SPRING 2010 UPPER LEVEL ELECTIVES**

080.310 Communication b/n Cells, Hendry, CM  
080.322 Cellular & Molecular Biology of Sensation, Hattar, CM  
080.340 Neuroplasticity, Gorman, CM/ST, syllabus  
080.352 Primate Brain Function, Hendry, ST  
020.370 Emerging Strategies & Applications in Biomedical Research, Hattar, CG/ST  
050.303 Mind, Brain & Beauty, McCloskey, CG  
200.304 Intro to the Neuroscience of Decision Making, Stuphorn, CG/ST  
050.311 Reading & Writing: Normal Processing & Disorders, Rapp, CG  
050.326 Foundations of Cognitive Science, Smolensky, CG  
200.368 Altered States of Consciousness, Allen, CG/ST  
200.370 Functional Human Neuroanatomy, Courtney, CG/ST  
200.376 Psychopharmacology, Gorman, CM/ST  
580.626 Structure & Function of the Vestibular & Auditory System, May, CM

**Additional Courses Spring 2010 (do NOT apply towards the neuroscience major)**

080.318 Practicum in Language Disorders, Rapp  
080.324-01 Neuroscience Journal Club: Oxidative Stress in Brain Aging and Disease, Gorman/Texel  
080.324-02 Neuroscience Journal Club: Neurobiology of Visual Recognition: From Features to Objects, Gorman/Ackerman